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Emily Haversson has another mystery on her hands… From treasure buried in a heritage garden, to a haunted
keep, and even a spectral, Scottish stag, The Emily Haversson Rural Mysteries make perfect coffee break, or
school run reads. Fans of cozy mysteries and women sleuths will love historical researcher, Emily Haversson,
and her overly intelligent cat/sidekick, Mr Bumble. The Lavender of Larch Hall Historical researcher, Emily
Haversson, and Mr Bumble (the cat) are at heritage site, Larch Hall, to go through some old records.
They’ve only been there a day, when Emily discovers an old love letter which contains cryptic clues to a
‘legacy of love’ buried in the garden at Larch Hall. However, when she approaches the head gardener, Rob, to
see what he makes of the clues, he expressly forbids her from digging up the garden. So when Rob discovers
soil and lavender bushes strewn everywhere the next morning, he immediately accuses Emily. Only she knows
the truth… Someone else is hunting for the secret hidden beneath the lavender of Larch Hall! Interview with
the Author Q - So, what makes the Hearts and Houses British short story series special? A - It's a mix of
things, really. When I set out to write these books, I wanted to create something that mirrored exactly the kind
of books I like to read. My top picks are usually, rural mysteries, British Chick Lit, any of the thousands of
cozy mystery bestsellers, and, of course, books featuring good old fashioned small town justice. Basically,
anything with a kick-ass attitude and some romantic tension gets my vote. I love getting away from
predictable women sleuths mysteries! The Hearts and Houses books are a great mix of these genres. You'll
find the series focuses on the fun mystery thriller suspense / Chick Lit genre overall, with some clean and
wholesome romance and drama thrown in for good measure. Overall, the Hearts and Houses series is designed
to keep you turning the pages - and I've made sure there's never a dull moment. Q - What order should I read

the books in? A – This series is one that can be read in any order! However, they are best read in this order: The Lavender of Larch hall - The Leaves of Llewellyn Keep - The Snow of Severly Castle - The Frost of
Friston Manor - The Heart of Heathley House Q - So, why should readers give these books a try? A - Because
the Hearts and Houses series is a dramatic, suspense filled, British short story series that takes no prisoners!
The characters and settings are so unusual that I guarantee you won’t have read anything like it before.
Ultimately, readers who enjoy cozy mystery series with plots that twist and turn all the way to the end will get
a kick out of this series. And thanks for reading! Hearts and Houses British Short Story Series eBook
Categories: - British chick lit - British short story series - Short stories history - Cozy mysteries women sleuths
series - rural mysteries - small town justice

